M achine learning applications are nowadays found in almost every aspect of our life 1 , and politics and political research are no exceptions. Machine learning algorithms used by Oxford Analytica could have affected two recent, probably globally most signiÞ cant political events: the election of Donald Trump for US president and the British referendum that decided about Brexit 2 . Algorithms (computer programs) are increasingly used to help political parties and researchers understand and predict political events. They are also used to optimize PR and marketing activities of political parties or inform and guide the political discourse. As illustrated by the literature review below, the use of machine learning in politics will continue to rise, as new, more efÞ cient tools suitable for such analysis are continuously developed, more data becomes available and computing power rises.
This article applies machine learning to political news stories sourced from inß uential news portals in Kazakhstan and Poland. It is the Þ rst ever attempt in the political science literature to assess the degree of press freedom using political sentiment analysis.
Literature review: application of political sentiment models and methodology of freedom rankings
Wikipedia provides the following deÞ nition of sentiment analysis: "Sentiment analysis refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis, computational linguistics, and biometrics to systematically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states and subjective information. Sentiment analysis is widely applied to the voice of the customer materials such as reviews and survey responses, online and social media, and healthcare materials for applications that range from marketing to customer service to clinical medicine. Generally speaking, sentiment analysis aims to determine the attitude of a speaker, writer, or other subject with respect to some topic or the overall contextual polarity or emotional reaction to a document, interaction, or event". [accessed on 4 September 2017] This paper applies the sentiment analysis deÞ ned above to political texts published by major news portals in order to detect what opinion about key politicians is presented in the media. It is postulated that higher press freedom should be associated with a more open and Political sentiment analysis of press freedom Krzysztof Rybi ski critical assessment of the government, while a lack of press freedom would cause media to publish mostly positive opinions about the government.
Review of political sentiment literature
To date, there has been no research applying political sentiment analysis to the issue of press freedom. Therefore, this section brieß y presents existing applications of political sentiment analysis models and discusses the methodology of the most signiÞ cant freedom rankings. Earliest examples of sentiment analysis in general can be found in papers by Carbonell (1979) and Wilks and Bien (1984) . Pang and Lee (2008) document that sentiment analysis and opinion mining took off around 2001, with fourteen important articles published on this topic around that date. In the following few years, there were hundreds of articles on sentiment analysis published. The list of references by Pang and Lee (2008) has 332 positions. In the past Þ fteen years, the applications of automated sentiment analysis truly exploded, from single papers in the [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] period to 100-120 in 2014-2015 (Piryani et al., 2017) . The authors of this largest to date scientometric study on sentiment analysis, covering 488 research papers, show that nearly 40 percent of all reviewed articles used product reviews as research data sets, 32.5 percent used Twitter, blogs, messaging services and web sites, and only 9.4 percent used news articles. Hence, the contribution of this paper is in the relatively less researched area of political news stories.
Early development of the sentiment analysis was related to commercial and intelligence purposes. It was later fueled by advances in natural language processing and information retrieval tools that utilized machine learning, by rising the availability of data sets, and by an exponential rise of the amount of data that could be processed, including Internet-based customer reviews, blogs, and more recently -tweets. Also, a massive increase in computing power and the development of cloud-based computing services (such as Amazon Web Services) played a signiÞ cant role. These trends are captured in the survey of sentiment analysis tasks, approaches and applications (Ravi and Ravi, 2015) , that provides a detailed analysis on 251 papers written between 2002 and 2015. The most recent review of the literature on applications of text mining in the Þ eld of politics was conducted by Ngai and Lee (2016) . The authors classiÞ ed 55 articles published in English that applied text mining in politics according to the stage of the policy cycle: agenda setting (18 articles written between 2000 and 2013), policy formulation and decision making (10, (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) , policy implementation (25, (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) and policy evaluation (1, 2010) .
Political sentiment literature can be grouped by the purpose of the analysis. Many papers try to infer or predict political agenda and opinion about politicians or parties from news, tweets and blog posts: (Sindhwani and Melville, 2008) , (Melville et al., 2009) , (Taddy, 2013) . There is a very large number of literature on predicting election results or outcomes of other important political events in many -mostly developed -countries using political sentiment analysis: (e.g. Rill et al., 2014) , (Franch, 2013) , (Ceron et al., 2013) , (Fortuny et al., 2012) .
Some papers make an attempt to infer media political bias from published news texts: (Gonzales-Bailon at al., 2014), (Niculae et al., 2015) , or apply political sentiment analysis to conduct lexical analysis of news, tweets or posts: (Bosco et al., 2013) , (Bakken et al., 2016) .
Political sentiment analysis of news has never been conducted for Kazakhstan, and the literature about Poland is also very limited. The studies documented the polarization of the Polish political scene , analyzed the emotional dimensions of Polish political forums , or calculated the correlation between political sentiment polarity and election results 3 https://rsf.org/en/ranking, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2017, https:// freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2017, https://www.cato.org/economic-freedom-world [accessed: 15.12.2017]. (Gogolek et al., 2015) . One study analyzed the potential of Twitter in analyzing individual Polish politicians' position on various issues (Ecker, 2017) . There is also one example of linguistic analysis of Polish political tweets (Ogrodniczuk and Kopec, 2017) .
Review of press freedom rankings methodology
Among any press freedom rankings, four stand out in terms of their publication history, country coverage, inß uence and presence in the media: the Word Press Freedom Index published by Reporters Without Borders; the Freedom in the World report published by the Freedom House; Freedom of Press published by the Freedom House; and the Human Freedom Index published by the CATO Institute as well as cooperating think tanks that contain a freedom of expression subcategory 3 . They use a mix of factual analysis and expert opinion to derive the relative degree of freedom in various countries, including press freedom. Their data and opinion sources are as follows:
Press freedom expert surveys and opinions sourced from, among others, think tanks, NGOs, media professionals, sociologists and scholars (RWB, Freedom House) Record of abuses and violence against journalists and media outlets (RWB, CATO) Aggregation of press freedom measures provided by other organizations (CATO).
A major source of the data used to compile a freedom of press (expression) assessment for a given country is an expert survey. Both surveys used by Freedom House and Reporters Without Borders collect expert opinion, not factual data. For example, question B6 in the Reporters Without Borders survey asks, "How easy it is for authorities to foster a Þ ring of a journalist?". And the expert answer is in the range from 1 (authorities are powerless) to 10 (authorities can Þ re at will). So, the survey does not collect the data about how many journalists were actually Þ red by authorities, but expert opinions about this very important issue.
Similarly, the Freedom House expert survey asks, for example, "To what degree are journalists subject to editorial direction or pressure from the authorities or from private owners?", and does not attempt to collect the data in such cases. Press freedom rankings are compiled by experts, using expert knowledge and opinion, and hard data has a very small direct inß uence on how rankings are created. Of course, factual data has an indirect inß uence on the country press freedom assessment, as expert opinion is based partly on facts, but partly on expert beliefs, values, and personal experience. It is surprising, however, that in the era of rapidly advancing machine learning models, including text mining and natural language processing, they have not been used in the press freedom assessment.
This article aims to address several gaps identiÞ ed in the literature review. Firstly, it presents the Þ rst ever comprehensive political sentiment analysis of news in Kazakhstan and Poland. Secondly, it demonstrates that a real political power structure can be inferred from the text mining analysis. Thirdly, it suggests that the existing freedom rankings can be improved by applying text mining models to the news published in local languages. Finally and most importantly, it creates an unbiased, automated tool to inform both the public and the government about cabinet members' perception in the media. 4 Human validation methodology and results are presented after the discussion of the main results. 5 The "Platforma Obywatelska" name in English is "Civic Platform", "PSL" translates into "Peasants Party and "PiS" into Law and Order. This article uses the parties' names in Polish. 6 The paper uses the quanteda library in R language to conduct the text mining analysis. See (Benoit 2017) . 7 For a description of "bag of words" method in text mining with quanteda library used in this paper, see, for example, https://blog.paperspace.com/intro-to-datascience/ [accessed: 15.12.2017] . The method name was Þ rst mentioned by (Harris, 1954) . The basic idea is to replace the various forms of a given word (declination, conjugation) with its lemma, so that the computer algorithm can count how many times a given word (lemma) appeared in the text. Sentiment dictionaries are developed for lemmas; hence words should be changed into lemmas so that
Data and methodology description
This article applies key steps of the political sentiment analysis research methodology. A positive opinion about a given politician is formed if, in the vicinity of his name mentioned in the media, there are more words with positive than with negative sentiment polarity. A negative opinion is formed when negative words dominate, and a neutral opinion if the number of positive and negative words is the same.
Next steps are: robustness analysis and human validation of automated political sentiment calculations 4 . The results are robust with respect to the selection of the size of the analyzed text, and human assessment of a sample of texts positively validates computer-generated outcomes. Additionally, for Kazakhstan, the results were also positively validated by applying the same methodology to a corpus of almost 50,000 texts from the portal informburo.kz. A detailed research methodology discussion follows, see Þ gure 1.
Between 22 June 2017 and 20 September 2017, an internet spider written in R language was scraping the main websites of major and most inß uential news portals in Kazakhstan (in Russian) and in Poland (in Polish). In Kazakhstan, they were: informburo.kz, nur.kz, tenrginews.kz and zakon.kz. Informburo.kz is owned by Verny Capital, a private equity Þ rm that manages over 3 bn dollars in assets, owned by the second richest Kazakhstani businessman, Bulat Utemuratov, also a member of president Nazarbayev's closest circle. Informburo has a wide coverage and publishes more Þ nancial news than other portals. Nur.kz and tengrinews. kz are afÞ liated with the former prime minister and the current head of the Secret Service, Karim Massimov. Tengri is a large media holding that also includes a radio station and a news agency. Zakon.kz is considered by local media specialists as a very reliable source of information, respecting good standards of journalism and presenting well-balanced views.
In Poland, scraped portals were: gazeta.pl, rp.pl and wpolityce.pl. All three institutions in Poland also publish printed daily or weekly papers and are among the most inß uential written media in Poland. Gazeta.pl is leaning towards liberal and center-left wing, supporting the former Polish coalition government formed by Platforma Obywatelska and PSL 5 and sometimes sympathizing with former communists SLD. Wpolityce.pl is associated with the ruling conservative, right wing party PiS, while rp.pl has a more neutral association.
In total, between 22 June and 20 September 2017, 5707 unique texts were downloaded and analyzed in Kazakhstan and 8407 in Poland, by a computer program written in R language 6 . When scraping the above portals, only articles from political, economic, international affairs, legal affairs and society sections were considered, while local news or gossip sections were ignored.
Sometimes, one text stayed on the portal's main page for longer than one day, so duplicates were removed. Then, standard text mining preprocessing steps from the bag of words 7 method computer program can calculate their sentiment polarity (positive, neutral or negative). An alternative method is stemming, not used in this paper. 8 For stopwords removal, in the Polish paper the "lsa" (latent semantic analysis) library is used by R. See Wild (2015) . 9 All words that appeared less than three times were removed, as they introduce noise into the analysis. 10 For a description of Key-Word-In-Context in the quanteda R library, see: http://quanteda.io/reference/kwic. html [accessed: 15.12.2017 ].
were applied. The texts were cleaned by removing punctuation, numbers, stop-words 8 and rare words 9 and capital letters were converted to lower case. After the cleaning stage, the Key--Word-In-Context 10 (KWIC) algorithm of the R quanteda library was applied to the corpus Note: The research method for Kazakhstani news portals was analogous, instead of the Polish language lemmatizer and sentiment lexicon, Russian language versions were used Source: the author 11 We repeated the analysis for KWIC size between 5 and 25. The results were similar, i.e. ranking of opinions about politicians remained unchanged, as documented in the sensitivity analysis part of this article.
12 Document-term-matrix (dtm) is used for bag-of-words algorithms. Each row represents one document in the corpus, and each column one word. Dtm [i,j] . For each politician, a corpus of all KWICs containing her or his name was created. After converting the KWIC corpus into a document-term-matrix 12 , all KWICs were lemmatized using large, freely available lemmatizers, containing 1.5 million word-lemma pairs in Russian and 3.3 million pairs in Polish
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. Then, sentiment analysis was applied to the lemmatized KWICs using large sentiment polarity dictionaries containing more than 10,000 unique words in Russian and in Polish. The dictionaries were manually annotated with sentiment polarity. In Russian (Loukachevitch Levchik, 2016), three sentiment polarity levels were available: positive, neutral and negative 14 , while in Polish, there were Þ ve levels: strongly negative, moderately negative, neutral, moderately positive and strongly positive (Za ko-Zieli ska et al., 2015). Words with a strongly negative sentiment polarity were assigned a "-2" score, negative/moderately negative -a "-1" score, neutral -a zero score, positive/moderately positive -a "+1" score, and strongly positive -a "+2" score. The sentiment algorithm calculated how many words with identiÞ ed sentiment polarity appeared in each KWIC, applied the assigned scores and calculated the total sentiment score for each KWIC. The higher (positive) the total sentiment score, the better opinion (sentiment) about the politician was expressed in a given KWIC. Conversely, the lower (more negative) the KWIC score, the worse the opinion about a given politician was expressed in that particular KWIC. The following statistics were calculated for the KWIC corpora for each analyzed politician:
• Number of KWICs (mentions of politician's name in the media).
• Average sentiment score for all KWICs for each politician.
• Percent of positive KWICs.
• Percent of negative KWICs.
• Net difference (percent positive minus percent negative). The paper only reports the results for a 15-word KWIC size, but a sensitivity analysis for KWIC size between 5 and 25 words was conducted and the results were very similar, i.e. average political sentiment score for every analyzed politician remains almost the same irrespectively of the KWIC size.
Research hypothesis
Political sentiment analysis was applied to the name of president Nazarbayev and all government members in Kazakhstan. No opposition member was selected as in the Kazakhstan opposition, as a real political power does not exist. In Poland, the analysis covered president Duda, all cabinet members and Jaroslaw Kaczynski, the ruling party leader who does not hold any formal position in the government.
As shown in table 1, in all inß uential freedom rankings, Poland is rated as "free" or "partly" country, while Kazakhstan is judged as "not free", and the freedom gap between both countries is very large. Consequently, it was expected that the number (percentage) of KWICs with a negative sentiment polarity will be much higher in Polish media than in Kazakhstani ones. A lack of political and press freedom in Kazakhstan, as described in the freedom rankings, should have prevented the publication of critical opinions about the president and government in Kazakhstan, while critical views should be more common in Poland.
It was also expected that political sentiment analysis would reveal the real power structure, with most inß uential politicians appearing in the media very frequently and possibly enjoying a more positive opinion.
Key results: revealing the real political power structure and verifying the freedom rankings
The Þ rst basic measure of each politician's activity and popularity is the number of mentions of her or his name in the media. If a politician is not mentioned often, it means that she or he is not active and/or is not associated with important reforms. Of course, there may be cases of "celebrity-politicians" that are covered by the media not because of their inß uence or professional activity, but because of their "celebrity status". But among the analyzed names in both countries, there were no such cases. Figure 2 shows that president Nazarbayev totally dominates political news in Kazakhstan, which reß ects his real inß uence. Despite recent reforms that transfer some powers from the Kazakhstani president to the parliament and government, both his formal and informal dominance in Kazakhstani politics is undisputed. He sets the political, economic and social agenda, appoints ministers and regional leaders at will, and even appoints and dismisses the central bank governor as he wishes. The political status of key members of his administration is much higher than that of the Kazakhstani government members. In Poland, two politicians enjoy very high and similar coverage in the media: president Duda and the ruling party leader Kaczynski. It is somewhat surprising, as Jaroslaw Kaczynski is the main architect of the PiS ruling party agenda and has a decisive voice in all personal appointments, including the selection of Andrzej Duda as the PiS candidate in the 2015 presidential elections. It conÞ rms that president Duda, after winning in the 2015 elections, successfully avoids the role of a "PiS puppet", forms an independent political center, and even makes decisions that are highly unpopular among PiS elites, such as vetoing two out of three laws transforming the Polish judiciary system. While in the case of the Kazakhstani president Nazarbayev's dominance in the media is incredibly high, exceeding prime minister Sagintayev's appearance in the media by a factor of ten, the Polish political scene exhibits much more pluralism, with prime minister Szydlo and several key ministers also appearing in the media frequently.
The above results show that machine learning techniques can be used to automatically retrieve the real power structure of a country's political elites from news portals and to identify the most inß uential politicians. Interestingly, it can be done automatically, in many languages, for many countries without any prior knowledge about the local political scene, providing that local news portals allow internet robots access to their sites. Tables 2 and 3 below present the average sentiment score for each analyzed politician in Kazakhstan and Poland, percent of KWICs with positive and negative polarity as well as the net result (positive minus negative). Names are sorted by the value of the average sentiment score, from most positive to most negative. PR denotes president, PM -prime minister, RPLruling party leader in Poland.
Opinion about politicians in the media
The main research hypothesis postulated that critical views about ruling party politicians and the president will be rare in Kazakhstan, ranked as a "not free" country, and much more frequent in Poland, deÞ ned in freedom rankings as a "free" or "mostly free" country. The political sentiment analysis showed that, in reality, critical views are much more frequent in Kazakhstan than in Poland. Four cabinet members received a negative average sentiment score in Kazakhstan, and only one in Poland. The simple average opinion for all politicians in Kazakhstan is 0.3 and in Poland 0.7. Also, the president score in Kazakhstan is 0.9, and in Poland -1.1. So, it seems that media in Kazakhstan are much more critical about domestic politicians than the media in Poland.
These results for Kazakhstan were surprising, so an additional attempt was made to verify them. Additional data was obtained from the informburo.kz portal; it provided 48512 articles published on the portal's main page between April 2015 (portal launch date) and July 2017. Analogous political sentiment analysis was applied to this large corpus and the results are reported in table 4 below.
Over a period of more than two years, the portal informburo.kz was very critical of the cabinet members and more than half of them have a negative average sentiment score. At the same time, president Nazarbayev emerges as a clear leader, both in terms of the frequency of There are three ways one may challenge the results of this comparative analysis of Kazakhstan and Poland. Firstly, the government in Poland may be better than that found in Kazakhstan, so it enjoys better opinions in the media. However, the quality of government is a very complex issue, which depends on many factors and is very subjective. Moreover, we cannot verify this claim by looking at the election results, as there is no real political opposition in Kazakhstan. So, it is not possible to debate the "good/bad government" argument here. Secondly, automated text analysis may be misleading, i.e. it may classify negative texts as positive or vice versa. In what follows, we present the human veriÞ cation of automated text classiÞ cation, which positively validates the results. Thirdly, one may argue that sentiment lexicons in Russian and Polish languages are biased, i.e. the share of positive sentiment polarity words in Polish is higher than their share in Russian, and for negative sentiment polarity, the relation is opposite.
The shares of positive/negative sentiment polarity words are respectively: 30/70 percent in Polish and 34/66 percent in Russian. This small difference is unlikely to bias the results towards more positive opinions in Kazakhstan. It is interesting that there are more words with a negative sentiment polarity in both languages, but in political texts, positive polarity words are used more often than negative ones. This is true for both countries, but less so in the case of Kazakhstan. Finally, one could also argue that Kazakhstan set up a system where you can criticize every politician, with the exception of the president. And because the real power is concentrated in the hands of one man and his family, the allowed media criticism of cabinet ministers tells very little of the real media freedom in Kazakhstan. However, we found that ten percent of texts in the smaller corpus and 18 percent in the larger corpus mentioning Nazarbayev have a negative sentiment polarity.
The author has published many articles in newspapers, internet portals and social networks in both Poland and Kazakhstan criticizing low quality government and local administration decisions and policies. In Poland, this criticism was related to many aspects of the government's activity (excessive bureaucracy, failed government investments, ineffective structural policies, misguided monetary policy, lack of accountability or strategic vision, excessive Þ scal deÞ cit). In Kazakhstan, the author's articles were focused on bad regulation in the education sector, low quality of monetary policy and lack of independence of the central bank). In Poland, the author received personal threats from politicians, one think-tank was told to stop cooperating with the author, and the author's spouse, working at the state bank at the time, was told that she could lose her job unless her husband stops criticizing the government. In Kazakhstan, there has not been a single case of such pressure from the government or its af-Þ liates. However, the situation changes when it comes to criticizing the president. When the results were shown during the class on quantitative text analysis at the Narxoz University in Almaty, the Þ rst reaction of the participants was that the minister that came ahead of president in the ranking may be Þ red, and that the authors of critical articles may be targeted by authorities.
The authors' own experience and presented research results show that the large gap between press freedom assessment in ofÞ cial rankings for Kazakhstan and Poland is not justiÞ ed and that these rankings would beneÞ t from incorporating the political sentiment models into their methodology.
Validation of results by comparing human coding to computer generated results
The key question in text mining is whether the results make sense at all. The bag of words methodology used in this paper does not take into account negation 15 , irony or sarcasm. There are two general approaches to tackling this problem. One can apply different text mining methods to verify results or one can apply human coding to a sample of texts and check whether computer and human judgment match. This paper takes the second approach.
The average sentiment score for a given politician depends strongly on the correct classiÞ cation of documents with the highest (positive) and lowest (negative) sentiment score. Therefore, three Kazakhstani and two 16 Polish ruling party politicians were selected to verify the results. For Kazakhstan, the validation was conducted for president Nazarbayev, who enjoys a high sentiment score, prime minister Sagintayev who is in the middle of the sentiment polarity table, and minister of internal affairs Kasymov, who is presented in the media in a negative light. For Poland, the validation was performed for government deputy prime minister Morawiecki, who supervises Þ nance and economic development ministries, is often mentioned in the media and enjoys good opinions. The second choice was justice minister Ziobro, who is in the lower part of the sentiment ranking and has been heavily criticized in the international media for his judiciary reforms.
As this research was conducted without any funding, the availability of human coders was limited, and each coder was only willing to read a limited number of texts. Therefore, the following approach was adopted. The texts that were most positive and most negative on the sentiment scale were selected. These texts contain many positive or negative sentiment polarity words and as such should be easier to code by humans, but they also have a relatively large impact on the politician's average sentiment score. So, if there were no agreement between the humans and the computer for such a sample of texts, the research method would be rejected. However, the obtained positive validation results of the experiment may still leave room for criticism that a much larger, random sample of texts should be selected. That is why additional validation methods were used (analysis of a large corpus of near 50,000 texts in Kazakhstan, reported in this paper; and application of the same methodology and lexicons to another sample of political texts in Polish news portals; in Polish, not reported here, but available upon request). In each case, the obtained results conÞ rmed the ones reported in this paper. A detailed description of the human validation procedure follows.
Ten most positive and ten most negative KWICs for each politician were printed and human coders were asked to mark each KWIC with the sentiment score: 1 for strongly negative sentiment, 2 for moderately negative sentiment, 3 for neutral sentiment, 4 for moderately positive sentiment and 5 for strongly positive sentiment. There were 17 human coders for Kazakhstan and eight coders for Poland, all were nationals of the respective country and ß uent in their home language. The results are reported in tables 5 and 6 below. , "
"2000 valuable exhibits and works by artists of the brush, including the sword of the Kazakh khan Kenesary. The event was continued by a concert program with the participation of the artists of the regional philharmonic society who performed traditional Kazakh" -3 " --, . "
"The judges reconsidered their decision on the prosecutor's protest and canceled their ban," Kalmukhanbet said, adding that he had to reject the invitation to the wedding."
Morawiecki, Poland
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"mniej ni na Zachodzie cz sto emigruj Pi ta pu apka to pu apka niskich mar przeci tnych produktów wyja nia Wicepremier mówi o Þ larach rozwoju gospodarczego Pierwszy Þ lar rozwoju gospodarczego Polski to Þ lar innowacyjnych Þ rm"
"we emigrate less than in the west. The Þ fth trap is a trap of low margins of average products, as explained Deputy Prime Minister, who spoke about the pillars of economic development. The Þ rst pillar of Poland's economic development is the pillar of innovative companies" -10 "prognozowa jaki b dzie stan deÞ cytu bud etowego na koniec roku Na pewno jaki deÞ cyt wyst pi oceni Wicepremier s dzi e deÞ cyt sektora Þ nansów publicznych b dzie na koniec tego roku ni szy ni zaplanowane"
"forecasting what will be the state budget deÞ cit at the end of the year. Some deÞ cit will deÞ nitely be assessed, Deputy Prime Minister believes; he thinks that the deÞ cit of the public Þ nance sector will be lower than planned at the end of this year" Ziobro, Poland 10 "tygodnia zwi zane z niespodziewanym zatrzymaniem reformy s downictwa przez prezydenta Andrzeja Dud W mocnym wywiadzie Zbigniew jasno podkre la e g owa pa stwa postawi a si przed wyborem historyczna wielko albo groteska Tymczasem owe" "week associated with the unexpected withhold of the reform of the judiciary by President Andrzej Duda. In a strong interview, Zbigniew clearly emphasized that the head of state set before the historic choice of size or grotesque. Meanwhile, these" -13
"je li notariusze dopu cili si tutaj nieprawid owo ci w zale no ci od ich skali ponios równie konsekwencje o wiadczy Podejrzani maj zarzuty dzia ania w grupie przest pczej oszustw oraz lichwy nie przyznali si do zarzutów"
"If the notaries allowed for irregularities to appear depending on their scale, they will also bear consequences -he stated. The alleged suspects are charged with acting in the criminal fraud group and usury; they did not admit to the charges" * as this paper presents the results of machine learning analysis of text, it was natural to use Google Translate for the translation. The author, who is ß uent in both Polish and Russian, conÞ rms that the Google translation was of good quality Source: Internet portals, authors' calculations and Google Translate
The Þ rst three lines in the tables present, respectively: average human score for all texts, average human score for texts labeled as positive by the computer and average human score for texts labeled as negative by the computer. In each case, the average human assessment conÞ rms the computer results. Texts labeled by computer as positive/negative are judged as positive/negative by human coders and receive the score of above/below 3 on average. The fourth row presents correlation coefÞ cients between the computer assessment and human judgment, which are positive and signiÞ cant at a 5% conÞ -dence level in all cases, and in the case of president Nazarbayev, the correlation is close to one. Interestingly, the correlations for Kazakhstan are higher, which implies that computer and human judgments are closer for the Kazakhstani politicians, than for the Polish ones. The last row presents the number of coders that classi-Þ ed positive and negative documents the same way the computer did, i.e. gave a higher average score for positive sentiment documents than for negative sentiment ones. The results show that almost all coders agreed with the computer, but there were some exceptions. It shows that when humans are presented with short texts (total KWIC length is 30 words), sometimesvery rarely in this case -they disagree between themselves in their assessment.
The presented results show that, in the case of the most positive and the most negative documents, which determine the politician's overall sentiment score, the computer assessment and human coders' judgments are similar.
Finally, table 7 below presents the KWICs with the most positive and the most negative computer sentiment assessment for each politician covered by the validation procedure, in the original language and with an English language translation.
While the computer and humans agree about the positive and negative sentiment polarity of short texts, the examples presented in table 7 show that there are several problems when one treats the text as a "bag of words", ignoring word sequences, part of speech recognition, negation or sarcasm. For example, the most negative KWIC with the name Nazarbayev is the president of Kazakhstan statement criticizing violence in Myanmar. While the word "violence", "terrorism" and "attack" have a clear negative sentiment polarity, the entire text does not criticize the president as such. However, one can argue that the fact that the politician's name is surrounded by many negative words may result in a negative perception about this politician. Another problem is related to the "sector bias". If a given politician's area of professional activity is related to negative events (e.g. combating crime), such as in the case of justice minister Ziobro or interior minister Kasymov, it may lead to a more negative computer assessment than in the case of the sports or culture ministers, who often appear in text related to national teams' wins or to leisure. However, new or improved methods of automated text analysis are being developed, so many of the above-mentioned deÞ ciencies can be reduced or eliminated in the future. Moreover, the size of the sector bias will probably be similar across countries, so it should not signiÞ cantly impact the overall assessment of press freedom based on automated text analysis.
Conclusions
This paper presents the automated political sentiment analysis of 5707 texts in Russian, sourced from four inß uential portals in Kazakhstan, and 8407 texts from three such portals in Poland, in the Polish language, covering politics, economics, social, legal and community affairs. The text collection took place between 22 June and 20 September 2017. A computer detected all appearances of the names of the country's president, ruling party leader and all cabinet ministers, and counted how many positive and negative words appear in the 15-word vicinity of a given name. The results show that the political news in Kazakhstan contain more negative sentiment polarity words than the news in Poland. This is surprising given the fact that, in all important freedom rankings, Poland is deÞ ned as a "free" country, and Kazakhstan as a "not free" country. The results were positively validated by comparing the computer assessment with human judgment. Furthermore, the results were validated and reinforced by analyzing a large corpus of almost 50,000 texts published by informburo.kz in Kazakhstan between April 2015 and July 2017.
The discussion on the methodology applied by four of the most internationally recognized press freedom rankings shows that human subjective judgment caries a large weight in the overall press freedom assessment. With the rapid development of the automated text analysis in many languages, these freedom rankings can beneÞ t from including such automated text analysis methods into the ranking methodology. The beneÞ ts would be twofold: (1) using new, vast amounts of text data will make rankings more reliable, and (2) possible human perception bias will be reduced, as the ranking will be based more on facts, and less on subjective human opinions.
This paper documents that the applied "bag of words" model has some drawbacks, but fast developments of new and improved text mining techniques will allow for a more precise text analysis. There are many possible practical applications of the presented research method and results presented in this paper. Counting the number of appearances of names of politicians in most inß uential media can reveal the real political power structure, including the formal and informal role that a given politician plays in shaping national agenda. More importantly, political power assessment can be performed even without prior knowledge on the country's political scene. This approach can be useful for foreign investors or hedge funds considering direct or portfolio investment in developing countries, where in-depth expert knowledge is not available or is very expensive. Another possibility is informing both the public and the government about the cabinet members' opinion formed in the media. And unlike opinions formed by humans (experts or journalists), automated text mining analysis is politically unbiased. As such, political sentiment results can inß uence personal decisions during cabinet reshufß es. This approach can also be used to investigate product or company brand perception in the media.
